


Bertie the Bluebird
Kids will build fine motor skills 
to turn the hand crank under  
the vine.

Bella the Butterfly
Children will develop fine
motor skills, problem solving
skills, and pattern recognition
as the move the metal pegs
through the wings.

Mailbox with Chimes
Kids will use fine motor skills to
manipulate items to slip through
the slot and move the levers.

Ferah the Firefly
Children will gain visual and
auditory stimulation from the
falling of the colored beads.
They will also be exercising
fine motor skills to turn the
rattle.rattle.

Carl the Caterpillar
Kids will experience
kinesthetic and auditory
stimulation from moving the
rings. They will also begin
color recognition.

Lily Lady Bug Spinner
This item rotates and clicks,
which will develop fine motor skill
when children grip and rotate it.
This also allows a uditory sensory
stimulation.

Windows with Peek
Children can play a fun game
of peek-a-boo from inside or
outside of the structure.

Marty the Sensory
Mushroom
This is a step and seat with
textures, for sensory 
stimulation, that will develop 
gross motor skills and balance 
as children step on it.as children step on it.

Shelly the Snail Drum
Children will develop pattern
recognition with the swirls in the
shell as well as musical and
auditory stimulation.

Leaf Slide x 3
This ramp and slide can be
used to develop animal
recognition with its many
animal carvings on it. They
will also work on gross motor 
skills as they slide and balanceskills as they slide and balance
on it.

Stone Climber
Children can develop gross
motor skills as the step up
and practice balance.

Vine Bench
Children can take a break while
they socialize with other children
or play with one of the other
components.

Features





6’ 2”

5’ 11”

Product Specifications
The Happy Hollow is a rotationally molded structure that can be
used with In-ground, Surface or Portable mounting options for
indoor or outdoor use.

5’ 7”

Age Range

Unit Size

Footprint

Fall Height

6 months to 5 years

5’ 7” x 5’ 11”x 6’ 2”

5’ 7” x 5’ 11”

18”

Use Zones
6 - 23months:
2 - 5 years:

11’7” x 11’11”
17’7” x 17’11”

Number of Children
6 - 11children

Number of PlayEvents
15 +

Compliances
Meets CPSC,ADA, ASTM-F1487-17,
CAN/CSA Z-614-14,IPEMACertified

Installation/ Models
Surface (PHH001),In-ground (PHH002),

Portable (PHH001)

ShippingMethod
LTL

Warranty
5 Yearsbumper to bumper

AssembledWeight

ShippingWeight

285 lbs.

360 lbs.

Material
Rotationallymolded polyethylene with UV

stabilizers to help decrease color fade


